C2240 CACCIATORE 2 (ITALY, 1980)
(Other titles: Hunter of the apocalypse, Junglebrigaden; The last hunter; Ultimo cacciatore)

Credits: director, Antonio Margheriti (Anthony M. Dawson) ; writer, Dardano Sacchetti
Cast: David Warbeck, Tisa Farrow, Tony King, Bobby Rhodes, John Steiner.
Summary: War film set in Vietnam in 1973. Capt. Henry Martin (Warbeck) is sent on a mission deep in enemy territory to destroy a Viet Cong radio transmitter which has been sending demoralizing messages to American troops. He is aided by war correspondent/photographer Jane Foster (Farrow), minority Gls (King and Rhodes) and a bitter Major (Steiner). The film makes liberal use of both images and situations from ‘The deer hunter’ and ‘Apocalypse now’.
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